
Business intelligence and analytics are key to the 
data-driven decisions that executives and 
knowledge workers make every day. However, with 
multiple users running multiple reports across 
multiple BI platforms, analytics leaders struggle to 
measure the return on their various investments, 
identify who is using what tools and for what 
purpose, and track overall user adoption. 
  
Fortunately, a new breed of technology has 
emerged to provide BI and analytics managers and 
executives the insights they need to drive BI 
adoption for maximum ROI.  
 
Analytics catalogs provide a single pane of 
glass for users attempting to access 
information hosted in multiple platforms. 
They enable knowledge workers a more 
productive and collaborative working 
environment, leading to an increased 
confidence in their decisions. Additionally, 
executives can identify which team members 
are leveraging which reports and platforms 
so they can drive adoption and improve ROI. 
 
Analytics catalogs are complementary to data 
catalogs and play a similar role, albeit with BI and 
analytics assets rather than data assets. Data 
catalogs emerged earlier this decade to provide 
chief information officers, chief data officers, and 
chief security officers a holistic view of how their 
ever-growing data assets were being used 
throughout their organizations and provide a level 
of control over all their data assets. Now, analytics 
catalogs are providing a similar view of BI and 
analytics assets for BI leaders, IT managers, data 
executives, and governance teams.While analytics 
catalogs are a relatively new technology, results 
have been extremely positive. Early adopters have 
referred to their analytics catalog as “a game-
changer” for their BI programs in terms of 
adoption and ROI. 

Read on to learn about the new technology 
category of analytics catalogs, how they compare 
with data catalogs, where you should get started, 
and how a real-world implementation drove BI 
adoption and ROI.
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Initiating Your Catalog Journey
The value of an 
Analytics Catalog 
and how it 
complements — but 
differs from — a 
Data Catalog.

Executive Summary

What is an Analytics 
Catalog?
In short, an analytics catalog combines all 
enterprise reporting and analytics assets in one 
place. Rather than requiring a user to log into many 
different applications, the analytics catalog 
provides a one-stop shop for all analytics assets. 
Enterprises use analytics catalogs to reduce BI 
licensing and maintenance costs while making 
users much more productive. The technology 
typically saves several hours weekly, eliminating 
time used to track down information, leading to 
more time spent acting on information. 
 
According to Gartner, analytics catalogs “combine 
portal-like capabilities with curation and 
collaboration functions and applies them to 
analytics and BI content. This enables users to 
share, find, search, comment, and rate dashboards, 
reports and datasets from a diverse range of 
platforms in one place. They also help those 
managing portfolios of analytics and BI platforms 
to monitor, manage and migrate usage across 
technologies.” 
 
An analytics catalog is a single pane of glass into 
all your organization’s BI and analytics assets. It is 
a centralized resource where knowledge workers 
seeking information stored in multiple platforms 
can find all the enterprise’s analytics assets. Within 
the analytics catalog, resources are structured, 
indexed, and tagged to make them easy to find. For 
IT managers, and data governance teams, an 
analytics catalog makes it easy to govern and 
provision resources. Users can rate reports and see 
their lineage to increase their trust in analytic and 
reporting assets.  

By organizing enterprise resources in a 
personalized and structured way, analytics 
catalogs enable productivity, collaboration, 
manageability and governance around BI and 
analytics platforms. Within a single interface, an 
analytics catalog provides direct access to all 
analytics assets to which a user has permissions, 
such as reports, dashboards, spreadsheets, and 
applications. 
 
For knowledge workers an analytics catalog 
enables them to build a structure around all the 
assets and resources, greatly enhancing 
productivity. They can easily create a library, 
searchable with folders and tags to serve as a 
living checklist for completing their tasks.  
 
For governance teams, analytics catalogs reduce 
the likelihood of data being exported to Excel. 
Often, BI end-users will export data from one 
platform because they want to use it in another 
platform. However, if the analytics asset already 
exists in the other platform, the end-user would 
easily see that through the analytics catalog. 
 
Analytics catalogs reduce requests for duplicate 
reports by making existing reports easier to find. 
Similarly, they reduce the resources—both time and 
money—expended to maintain unnecessary reports 
by making it easy to spot duplicates within and 
across platforms as well as analytics assets that 
are no longer used. 
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The number of organizations using a single BI tool 
has declined this decade, while the number using 
four or more platforms has increased, according to 
Dresner Advisory Services’s “Wisdom of Crowds® 
Business Intelligence Market Study, Tenth 
Anniversary Edition” (2019) 
  
With so much BI proliferation throughout the 
enterprise, it’s no wonder colleagues don’t know 
where to turn for information and executives don’t 
have a handle on which platforms or reports are 
providing value. And driving adoption is difficult 
when there are so many tools competing for 
attention. 
  
Rather than logging into multiple applications to 
find an important report or visualization, users can 
enter their analytics catalog portal and find the 
information they need across all BI environments. 
As the central portal for all things BI, the analytics 
catalog captures metrics and metadata about the 
usage of each environment, so executives can 
make informed decisions on future analytics 
investments. 

Analytics Catalogs are 
the New Must-Have 
for Analytics 
Infrastructure

Analytics catalogs provide robust capabilities for multiple groups, including BI users, 
executives, and governance professionals. Therefore, there are multiple use cases for analytics 
catalogs, typically centered around BI adoption, ROI, and security. 
 

Use Cases for Analytics Catalogs

 
 
For knowledge workers 
• Report personalization 
• Unified reporting 
 
For information stewards 
• Mergers and acquisitions 
• Self-service report governance 
 
For management and executives 
• Tool consolidation and optimization 
• Reconciliation and validation 

What is a Data Catalog?
Standalone data catalog applications predate analytics catalogs by several years, though some 
data warehousing providers have provided solution-specific catalogs for longer. Standalone 
data catalogs became necessary as organizations entered the big data age and saw the sprawl 
of data across multiple data warehouses, data marts, and data lakes such as Hadoop. Typically, 
this view could run across assets as diverse as a Teradata data warehouse, Hadoop-based data 
lake, cloud-based OLTP databases, and more. 
 
Data catalogs are not meant to provide access to dashboards, reports, or data science 
notebooks. They exist primarily to categorize and govern data. 

Example Use Cases for Data Catalogs
Data catalogs are useful for knowledge workers who want to find trusted data sets, governance 
professionals who need to ensure that sensitive data is secure and protected, and IT leaders 
who need to know where data resides for a variety of reasons. 
  
Data catalogs can deduce or document data lineage, and they enable users to collaborate on 
data based on its source. They may leverage machine learning to improve their understanding 
of data sets and the metadata around that data. 

The Complementary Relationship of Analytics 
Catalogs and Data Catalogs
Analytics catalogs and data catalogs are highly complementary. They essentially serve similar purposes 
for different types of assets. Together they will provide a holistic view of all information assets, they can 
provide end-to-end governance, and help optimize the use of all information assets. While an analytics 
catalog’s strength lies in its understanding of your analytics assets and the usage of reporting 
platforms, data catalogs focus on a lower-level layer at the underlying data source.
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All analytics assets All data assetsReport specific data 

Catalog and Organize all Information Assets

End-to-end Governance

Optimize Information Resources

How Analytics Catalogs and Data 
Catalogs can Work Together

Often different teams - and sometimes the same teams - need insights 
into different levels of data and reporting infrastructure for different 
reasons. For example, knowledge workers might find a report that 
leverages an out-of-date data set, then rebuild the report with a current 
data set and publish it throughout the analytics catalog. They then may 
want to look at the data catalog to downrate the old data set and promote 
the current data. 
 
Conversely, a users may begin their journey in the data catalog to find the 
most up-to-date data and identify any reporting content built on that data. 
Then in the analytics catalog, they could promote the accurate current 
reports to make them easier to find for colleagues. 
 
These are just a couple of how analytics catalogs and data catalogs can 
provide real value in complementing each other, though there are many 
more to be explored as the providers behind both categories of technology 
continue their development. 

How to Prioritize
Many companies are on the verge or in the midst of implementing an analytics catalog, a data catalog, or 
both. If you haven’t already started, you may now be asking where to begin.  

Starting with an Analytics 
Catalog
Every organization is unique. But to drive the biggest ROI an analytics 
catalog is likely the best place to start. Knowledge workers spend every 
day driving decisions that affect frontline operations. Improvements to 
their ability to execute are seen directly on the income statement. 
 
By making analytics assets available and searchable, and being able to 
track their use, you can quickly (potentially within weeks) reduce costs in 
three key areas: 

Perhaps the most important reason for starting with an analytics catalog 
is its ability to understand usage, which will inform your data stewards 
how to structure your data catalog project, tackling the most important, 
most highly leverages data first. 

Augmenting your Data Catalog 
with an Analytics Catalog
Organizations that have already implemented a data catalog solution will 
find an analytics catalog extremely complementary and simple to 
implement. It will enable organizations to deliver on the last mile by 
organizing all the analytics that rely on newly cataloged data. Also, a data 
catalog should make it easier to populate a glossary, certify appropriate 
reports and data sources, and perform other tasks that support analytic 
catalogs.  
 
The work you have done to implement a data catalog can only benefit the 
implementation of your analytics catalog. The primary downside to 
implementing a data catalog first, without clear understanding of the 
priority of how data is used, time could be wasted on data that is of 
minimal value.   

Conclusion
While analytics catalogs are a relatively new category of technology, they 
are quickly proving their value. If you are like the majority of organizations 
that have implemented multiple BI, analytics, and reporting platforms, it 
behooves you to further investigate analytics catalogs as a means of 
increasing adoption, transparency, and ultimately the ROI of your 
investments. 
 
If you are already familiar with data catalogs, an analytics catalog will be a 
welcome and complementary addition to your portfolio. 

Seat Licenses 
Eliminate seats that are not being used. 

Development 
Reduce requests for duplicate reports. 

Maintenance 
End maintenance, hosting, and other costs of unused reports.


